Minimizing power consumption is vitally important in embedded system design; power consumption determines battery lifespan. Ultralow-power designs may even permit embedded systems to operate without batteries, e.g., by scavenging energy from the environment. Moreover, managing power dissipation is now a key factor in integrated circuit packaging and cooling. As a result, embedded system price, size, weight, and reliability are all strongly dependent on power dissipation.
I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Power related energy and thermal issues are now central in electronic system design. In high-performance applications, temperature impacts integration density, performance, reliability, power consumption, and cost. For battery-powered embedded systems, energy consumption directly determines the system life time. Power consumption crises were historically solved by moving to new technologies that decreased energy per operation, allowing increases in density and eventually performance. Power and thermal concerns were some of the main motivations for replacing vacuum tubes with semiconductor devices in the 1960s and replacing bipolar junction transistors (BJTs) with CMOS in the 1990s. CMOS is the mainstream fabrication technology used today. As integrated circuit (IC) integration further increases, it will reach fabrication, power consumption, and thermal limits; it may soon be time for another transition to a dramatically different technology.
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Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Device researchers have seen the coming challenges for CMOS devices and evaluated alternative technologies such as carbon nanotube transistors [1] , nanowires [2] , and single-electron tunneling transistors (SETs) [3] . As projected by International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors, SETs can potentially achieve the lowest projected energy per switching event of any known computation technology (10 ½ J). However, their use poses unique challenges in architectural design, circuit design, and fabrication. For instance, SETs are susceptible to reliability problems resulting from ½ noise caused by random background offset charge effects. They have cyclic I-V curves (see Figure 2 ) that can complicate design but permit highlyefficient implementation of some useful logic functions that have proven inefficient with CMOS. The feature sizes (a few nanometers) required for room-temperature operation make fabrication challenging.
Extensive research has been conducted on fabrication, design, and modeling of SETs. Please refer to the survey by Likharev [3] for more details. Recently, researchers have fabricated room-temperature SETs [4, 5] . This work provides a promising start for SET circuit design. Various SET-based circuit applications, such as logic [6] - [10] and memory [11] demonstrate orders of magnitude improvement in energy efficiency compared to CMOS. Research into SET modeling and simulation has also been an active area. Monte Carlo simulation has been widely used to model SETs. SIMON [12] and MOSES [13] are the two most popular SET simulators which, nevertheless, are not suitable for circuit analysis due to large runtimes when characterizing systems containing more than a few SETs. Uchida et al. proposed an analytical SET model and incorporated it into SPICE [14] . Recently, Inokawa et al. extended this model to a more general form to include asymmetric SETs [15] . Mahapatra et al. proposed a simulation framework for hybrid SET/CMOS circuit design and analysis [16] . These models all match Monte Carlo simulation well.
In this paper, we explore the potential use of SETs in low-power embedded system design. Our work starts from design space characterization of SET-based architectures. We evaluate the impacts of using SETs upon architectural, circuit-level, and device-level design, considering metrics such as energy efficiency, performance, reliability, maximum operating temperature, and ease of fabrication.
Based on our evaluation of the architectural and circuit-level features that can most effectively exploit the strengths of SETs while working within the constraints their use imposes, we propose a fault-tolerant, hybrid SET/CMOS, reconfigurable architecture that we call IceFlex. IceFlex is regular and cell-based, easing nanoscale design and fabrication. It is reconfigurable and modular, permitting compensation for fabrication defects. In addition to compensating for the weaknesses of SETs, IceFlex exploits their strengths, e.g., extremely low power consumption and support for multi-gate devices.
We tailor IceFlex to both high-performance and battery-powered embedded systems and characterize its performance and power consumption when used to implement a number of instruction processors and application-specific cores. Compared to CMOS-based designs, IceFlex improves energy efficiency by 235¢ on average for highperformance applications and 201¢ on average for battery-powered applications, while maintaining good performance.
II. SET MODELING
The operation of a single-electron tunneling device is governed by the Coulomb charging effect. As shown in Figure 1 electron tunneling device consists of a nanometer-scale conductive island embedded in an insulating material. Electrons travel between the island and source (Ë) or drain ( ) through tunnel junctions. When an electron tunnels into the island, the overall electrostatic potential of the island increases by ¾ ¦, where is the elementary charge and ¦ is the island capacitance. For devices with nanometer-scale islands, the capacitance È is small. As a result, the electrostatic force due to electron charging is significant and dominates the effect of thermal energy, particularly at low temperatures. Changes to SET island potential results in an energy gap at Fermi energy, preventing further electron tunneling. This phenomenon is called Coulomb blockade. It prevents current from flowing between source and drain (Á × ¼), i.e., the SET is turned off. The Coulomb blockade effect can be overcome by changing the voltage of a conductor capacitively coupled to the island, thereby turning tunneling on and off. As shown in Figure 2 , discrete electron charging results in a periodic I-V transfer curve. The drain current changes periodically as a function of the gate voltage, and has peaks and valleys with period of . These periodic changes are called Coulomb oscillations.
II.A. SET Modeling
Circuit and architecture design involves extensive large-scale circuit simulation. Despite their accuracy, Monte Carlo methods are not suitable for large-scale circuit analysis due to their high time complexity. In this work, SET circuit modeling and analysis build upon the analytical model developed by Inokawa et al. [15] . This compact model can be incorporated into SPICE. Combined with MOS transistor models, it provides an efficient and accurate simulation solution. Inokawa's model ignores random background offset charge effects. In addition, it does not support multi-gate devices, in which multiple gates are capacitively coupled with a SET. In this work, we incorporate these two effects into Inokawa's model, and use it for hybrid SET/CMOS circuit and architecture design. The I-V characteristics of a SET with island charge equal to Ò or Ò · ½ electrons follow:
In this model, È Î Ë models the Coulomb charging effects of the multiple gate terminals. is a real number that characterizes the random background offset charge effect.
III. ICEFLEX: A FAULT-TOLERANT HYBRID SET/CMOS RECONFIGURABLE ARCHITECTURE This section describes the design and analysis of IceFlex, the proposed fault-tolerant, hybrid SET/CMOS, reconfigurable architecture. The vast majority of devices in IceFlex are SETs, allowing extremely low power consumption. CMOS devices are sparingly used to improve global interconnect driving strength.
Our evaluation of the architectural constraints imposed by SETs leads to four main conclusions. First, flawless fabrication will be challenging, especially for circuits that operate at room temperature. It is important to simplify fabrication and use post-fabrication adaptation to avoid flawed devices. Second, an unpredictable subset of devices will be susceptible to random background offset charge effect noise: SET-based architectures should have the ability to tolerate run-time errors. Third, SETs have poor driving strength; this must be remedied, especially when driving global interconnect. Fourth, SETs have the ability to efficiently implement some functions that are inefficient using BJTs or CMOS, e.g., non-linearly-separable functions and threshold logic can be efficiently implemented using multi-gate devices. SETbased architectures should exploit such special properties in order to improve the efficiency of arithmetic and other logic circuits.
III.A. SET Design Space Characterization
In order to characterize the benefits and limitations of SET circuits and architectures, we analyze the tradeoffs among the following metrics: temperature, performance, power consumption, reliability, and fabrication constraints. This study yields the two design configurations, as shown in Table I . One of these targets high performance applications and the other targets battery-powered embedded systems
III.A.1) Temperature:
We evaluated IceFlex at seven temperatures (see Table I ). IceFlex is a hybrid SET/CMOS design; the temperature range starts at approximately 40 K to permit reliable operation of the CMOS components. 77 K is achieved by liquid nitrogen cooling. 103 K is the average cloud top temperature. 120 K and below are defined to be cryogenic. At 200 K, functional SET devices have been widely demonstrated in the literature. 250 K is a temperature that might be reached using a stacked Peltier heat pump. 300 K is room temperature.
III.A.2) Capacitance:
To observe well-defined Coulomb charging effects, electron charging energy must be higher than the energy of thermal fluctuations, i.e., ¦´Ì µ ¾ ´½¼ Ì µ, where is Boltzmann's constant and Ì is the temperature. At room temperature, this constraint requires an island capacitance below 1 aF, making fabrication challenging but possible [5] . In order to operate voltage-state logic, SETs must exhibit voltage gain, which is equal to the gate capacitance divided by the sum of the junction capacitances:
Our results indicate that a gain of 1.5 is sufficient for use in digital logic. Targeting battery-powered systems, using È ¾ ´½¼ Ì µ and ½ , the maximum allowed gate and junction capacitances are derived and shown in Table I (column 2 and 3, respectively). When the island capacitance is 0.5 aF, the island diameter is 3-4 nm [17] . Therefore, room-temperature operation would require an island with a diameter of at most a few nanometers.
The performance of SETs degrades as device capacitance increases. We assume the capacitances at 300 K are the minimal allowed gate and junction capacitances. For high-performance applications, these minimal gate and junction capacitances are used at all the temperature settings and shown in Table I (column 6 and Î of ´ µ naturally follow, shown in Table I (column 4 and 8).
Note that a bias voltage applied via a second gate can be used to shift the zero Î Ë point from the PVC to negative voltage coefficient (NVC) region in Figure 2 , permitting NMOS-like or PMOS-like behavior.
III.A.4) Junction Resistance:
To observe single-electron charging effects, electrons must be confined in the island, which requires that the junction resistance be much higher than the quantum resistance, i.e., ÊË Ê ¾ ¾ 25.8 kª, where is Planck's constant.
Therefore, SETs have high resistances and low driving currents. In this work, we pick two resistance settings: 100 Kª for high-performance applications and 10 Mª for battery-powered systems, shown in Table I (column 5 and 9).
III.A.5) Reliability Implications:
Researchers have pointed out the dangers posed by thermal noise as charging (state change) energy approaches thermal energy. The charging energies of the devices in the proposed architecture are an order of magnitude greater than the thermal energy (½¼ Ì ). We explicitly consider the effects of thermal noise; they are reflected in our design decisions and their impacts on power consumption and performance are considered. At charging energies over ½¼ Ì , the model we use is accurate to within 4% of the time-dependent master equation [14, 18] .
Random background offset charge effects [19, 20] are the main barrier to SET reliability. They are observed as ½ noise on SET gate voltages, with some SETs susceptible and others immune. Currently, the distribution of random background offset charges can only be determined after fabrication [3] . Susceptible SETs may suffer soft errors infrequently, e.g., only once per day. Several recent devices have shown improved immunity to this noise [20] , with operation essentially unchanged over several weeks. In this work, we use architectural techniques to reduce the probability of failure using an entirely SETbased design. SETs are used in parallel to exploit the lack of SET-to-SET correlation in random background offset charge effects.
III.B. IceFlex Design
In this section, we present the architecture and circuit design of IceFlex. The microarchitecture of IceFlex is shown in Figure 3 . Each cell is a SET logic block (SELB) composed of the following components: (1) multi-gate SET-based reconfigurable look-up tables that can realize arbitrary Ò-input Boolean functions; (2) a SET-based reconfiguration memory array that caches multiple configuration contexts to support efficient run-time reconfiguration; (3) a SET-based arithmetic unit that allows efficient implementations of non-linearly separable arithmetic operations; (4) multiple reconfigurable interconnect resources, including SET local interconnects, hybrid SET/CMOS global interconnects, SET switch fabric, and SET registers. In addition, IceFlex is also equipped with (5) SET threshold logic-based majority voting logic units (MVL) to compensate for run-time reliability problems.
Next we detail the design of each component of IceFlex and discuss various tradeoffs in circuit-level and architecture-level design. Table Component : Each SELB is equipped with Ð sets of Ò-input reconfigurable lookup tables. Each look-up table can realize an arbitrary Ò-input Boolean function. The basic structure of the look-up table consists of an Ñ-to-1 multi-gate SET multiplexer tree (Ñ ¾ Ò ) and an Ñ-bit SET storage cell.
III.B.1) Multi-Gate SET Reconfigurable Lookup
The proposed multi-gate SET multiplexer tree differs from existing CMOS designs in the following way. A CMOS Ñ-to-1 multiplexer tree requires ÐÓ ¾ Ñ stages of transmission gates, plus buffers to meet the The output SET buffer is used to improve the driving strength.
III.B.2) SET Configuration Memory:
In IceFlex, run-time reconfiguration is enabled by SET configuration memory. At run-time, one set of configuration bits are fetched from the memory to program SELB logic and interconnect. Multiple configuration sets may be stored, permitting reconfiguration without off-chip memory access. Figure 5 shows the circuit structure of the IceFlex configuration storage. Each storage cell contains a dual-island SET [3] , i.e., capacitivelycoupled primary and secondary SETs. By controlling Î , electrons can tunnel through the control gate and charge the island of the secondary SET. The charge state of the secondary SET is able to shift the phase of the Coulomb oscillations of the primary gate thereby shifting the I-V curve, i.e., storing a bit of data.
We designed a dual-island based set buffer to hold the current configuration. As shown to the right of Figure 5 , this buffer uses two biasing voltages, Î ¾ and Î ¾ , and behaves like a complementary SET inverter. During run-time reconfiguration, for each dual-island SET, the corresponding configuration bit stored in the configuration memory updates the island charge of its secondary SET and conductivity of the primary SET, thereby controlling the buffer output.
III.B.3) Efficient SET Implementations of Non-Unate Functions and Implications on Arithmetic:
SETs have the ability to support efficient implementation of some critical logic functions that have long frustrated designers using threshold logic, BJT, and CMOS technologies. Most conventional transistors have either non-decreasing or nonincreasing I-V curves. As a result, numerous devices are required to implement Boolean functions that are not unate, i.e., linearly separable. However, such functions are widely used, especially in digital arithmetic. The periodic nature of SET I-V curves can be exploited for efficient implementation of non-unate functions such as exclusive-or.
The most efficient CMOS static pass-transistor logic design of a twoinput exclusive-or gate in general use requires four transistors [21] . Moreover, it relies on strong input signals because it is not capable of signal restoration. A restoring version would require eight transistors. In contrast, it is possible to implement a two-transistor SET-based exclusive-or gate that is structurally equivalent to a CMOS inverter. However, each SET has two gates, each of which is connected to one of the exclusive-or inputs. This design is capable of signal restoration. By appropriately adjusting the gate capacitances, the device can be adjusted such that switching a single gate will result in a 180 AE phase shift in the I-V curve (see Figure 2) . In SET-based architectures, we propose the use of fast carry chains based on the proposed exclusive-or (sum) computation logic. We have found that this design is 71.8% more energy-efficient and 39.4% faster than a design based on a conventional CMOS-style exclusive-or sum implementation, when both are implemented using SETs. Carry-out logic is equivalent to 2/3 majority vote logic.
III.B.4) Reconfigurable Interconnect Network:
IceFlex contains multiple reconfigurable interconnect resources, including SET local interconnects, hybrid SET/CMOS global interconnects, and SET switch fabric. Static power consumption dominates in SET-based interconnect due to the impact of the thermal energy on device conductance. It scales with wireload because high wireload requires low junction resistance. In contrast, SET dynamic power is low. Compared to SETs, CMOS has lower static power consumption, but higher capacitance and dynamic power consumption. Therefore, dynamic power dominates in the hybrid SET/CMOS-based design. Detailed circuit analysis shows that, under the same performance constraint, the SET-based design is more energy efficient for local interconnects and the hybrid design is more energy efficient for long wires. In IceFlex, local interconnects are driven by SET buffers. Three local interconnect lengths are supported: single, double, and hex. The driving strengths of SET buffers are selected to permit constant latency across different interconnect lengths to simplify placement and routing.
We propose a Hybrid SET/CMOS design to optimize global interconnect driving strength and energy efficiency. An interconnect is driven by one SET buffer (SINV1) and two CMOS buffers (CINV1 and CINV2) in series. Global interconnect terminates in a SET buffer (SINV2). Since the voltage range of SET logic is smaller than that of CMOS logic, both MOS transistors are within the switching region with high short-circuit power much of the time. To reduce short-circuit power consumption, CINV1 is designed to satisfy the following two constraints: (1) ÎØÒ · ÎØÔ Î Î×× ensures that at least one MOS transistor is off at all times, reducing static power consumption and (2) the output signal range of SINV1 is greater than ÎØÒ · ÎØÔ ´Î Î××µ. Therefore, the NMOS (PMOS) transistor of CINV1 is conductive when the output of SINV1 is high (low) to provide enough driving strength to CINV2. CINV1 serves as a signal amplifier and CINV2 provides driving strength. CINV2 cannot drive the input SET logic of a SELB directly. Since the output voltage range of CINV2 is much larger than the period of a SET Á-Î curve:
. To solve this problem, we design a special SET inverter, SINV2, for which the gate and island are separated by a large distance in order to reduce the gate capacitance, . Thus, can match the output signal range of CMOS inverter CINT2.
Each SELB is equipped with a reconfigurable input switch fabric that connects local and global interconnects. This switch fabric is implemented with a multi-gate SET multiplexor tree.
III.B.5) Design and Modeling of IceFlex Majority Voting Logic:
For SETs, noise resulting from random background offset charge effects is the primary reliability concern. We believe it likely that the random background offset problem will ultimately be dealt with by a combination of improved fabrication technology [19, 20] , post-fabrication testing [22, 23] to identify and avoid a subset of the affected SETs, and run-time fault-tolerance via conventional structural redundancy [24, 25] or recent advances in probabilistic computation [26] .
IceFlex provides for regular structural redundancy supported by SET MVL. SET MVLs are constructed from multi-gate SETs. Each SET pull-up gate should be placed sufficiently far from the island. This requires the majority of the gates to be high in order to turn on the SET. The converse is true of the pull-down gates. In addition, multiple SETs are used in parallel in order to permit the failure of an MVL SET while still producing correct results. We now consider the fault model for IceFlex SELBs. Every path from SELB input to output contains 64 SETs. Likharev estimates the long-term density of background offset charge susceptible SETs [3] . We follow his assumptions but correct a typographical error in that article, arriving at one susceptible SET in 10,000. Table II shows SELB failure probabilities using 2/3, 3/5, and 4/7 structural redundancy schemes. For each redundancy setup, we consider the effect of using no MVL (Raw final probability) fault-free MVL (Best probability), and SET MVL. Note that these are the probabilities of an SELB ever failing due to random background offset charge effects, not the probabilities of failure per unit time or per operation. In reality, many affected SELBs would be detected at synthesis time and avoided by synthesis software.
As shown in Table II it is possible for a seven-input SET MVL with redundant SELBs to reduce the failure rate to ½ ¢½¼ . Given recent trends in noise-resistant SET design and fabrication, it seems likely that a less aggressive fault tolerance configuration will be necessary in the future [19, 20] . However, when we later consider the impact of fault tolerance on energy efficiency and performance, we assume the use of seven-input SET MVLs for every SELB stage.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS In this section, we evaluate the suitability of using SETs in lowpower embedded systems. We start from the microarchitecture characterization of IceFlex. IceFlex is then used as a testbed to characterize the benefits and limitations of SETs for both high-performance and battery-powered embedded applications.
IV.A. Characterization of the IceFlex Architecture
We evaluate the performance and power consumption of IceFlex using HSPICE. For SET circuitry, the SPICE model and device parameters are described in Equation 1 and Table I . For CMOS logic and metal wire, we use the 65 nm Berkeley BSIM4 predictive technology model, which models the temperature impact on MOS devices. Table III summarizes the performance and power characterization of the logic components and interconnect fabric of IceFlex, including multi-gate SET reconfigurable lookup table (LUT), SET register (Register), SET and CMOS 4/7 majority voting logic (MVL), multi-gate exclusive-or (MG), fast carry-out logic (CO), and SET input switch fabric (ISF), SET local interconnect (Single, Double, and Hex), and hybrid SET/CMOS global interconnect (Global). These results indicate that IceFlex has high energy efficiency, good performance, and high flexibility in terms of performance and energy efficiency tradeoff.
For the low-power setting, the power consumptions of SET-based logic components are within the range of nano-Watts. The power consumptions of the SET-based local interconnects are consistently below 1 nW. The hybrid SET/CMOS global interconnect has the highest power consumption. This is a result high global wire capacitance and high CMOS buffer power consumption. All components in the lowpower version of IceFlex have latencies in the range of nanoseconds.
SETs have high junction resistance. Using the high-performance setting, SET junction resistances of 100 kª are used, reducing SETbased logic components latencies below 100 ps. Even though the resistance scaling results in a 100¢ increase in power, as demonstrated in Section IV-B, the overall energy efficiency of IceFlex is still orders of magnitude higher than that of CMOS-based solutions.
IV.B. Characterization of High-Performance and Battery-Powered Embedded Applications
In this section, we characterize the performance and power consumption of IceFlex when used to implement numerous general-purpose and application-specific processor cores. We evaluate the suitability of IceFlex for use in both high-performance and battery-powered embedded systems. For high-performance applications, we consider ARM7: a powerefficient RISC CPU; ASPIDA DLX: a synchronous DLX Core; Jam RISC: a five-stage pipelined RISC CPU; LEON2 SPARC: a SPARC V8 compatible processor; Microblaze: a RISC CPU; miniMIPS, MIPS, Plasma, UCore, and YACC: five MIPS clones with varying features.
For battery-powered applications, we consider AES: a Rijndael IP Core; AVR: a microcontroller compatible with the ATMega103; CORDIC core: a coordinate rotation computer; ECC: an error correction code core; FPU: an IEEE 754 32-bit floating point unit; RS: a Reed Solomon encoder; USB: USB 2.0 function; and VC: a video compression core.
The Xilinx Virtex-II XC2V2000 FPGA is used for comparison. Each application is synthesized with Xilinx ISE to determine the number of required LUTs, maximum frequency, and power consumption, using a switching probability of 10% [27] . This synthesis flow permitted the system-level evaluation of all microarchitectural components in Table III except for multi-gate exclusive-or and fast carry-out logic. We used FPGA synthesis software to estimate the number of IceFlex SELBs required. 16-entry Virtex-II LUTs were used due to their functional (but not structural) similarity to IceFlex SELBs. For each design, the maximum frequency for IceFlex was determined by multiplying the number of combinational SELBs along the longest combinational path by the delay of an IceFlex SELB plus the delay of a local interconnect. The Xilinx ISE synthesis software did not use global interconnects for any of the synthesized processors. IceFlex power consumption was computed by taking the sum of the power consumptions of all components at the maximum operating frequency. Table IV shows the operating frequencies, power consumptions, and energy efficiency in Joules per clock cycle of XC2V2000 and various versions of IceFlex for each benchmark application. This table characterizes IceFlex for both high-performance and battery-powered embedded applications. As described in Section III-A.5, recent progress in fabrication is reducing the severity of the background charge effects. Therefore, we show the characteristics of both the spatially-redundant and non-spatially-redundant versions of IceFlex in Table IV .
IV.B.1) Power-Efficient High-Performance Computing:
We can draw the following general conclusions from Table IV . For a wide range of processor cores, the IceFlex architecture is capable of achieving energy efficiencies two orders of magnitude better than CMOS-based FPGAs. Peak frequencies ranging from 100 MHz to 1,100 MHz are maintained for all processors.
One might expect the high-performance version of IceFlex to consistently achieve higher frequency but require more Joules per clock cycle than the low-power version of IceFlex. However, it typically requires slightly fewer Joules per clock cycle, as well. Joules per clock cycle are computed at the maximum clock frequency of each processor. This has the effect of reducing the impact of static power consumption for processors with higher peak frequencies. If one must operate at a low frequency, the power consumption of the low-power version of IceFlex will generally be lower than that of the highperformance version. However, the reported values of Joules per clock cycle at maximum frequency have interesting implications. Although SETs have extremely low power consumption, at room-temperature a large percentage of this power consumption can be attributed to static power (see Figure 2) . Therefore, for SET-based architectures that are operated at room temperature, it will generally be more energy efficient to operate at high frequency and frequently enter a power-gated sleep mode than to continuously operate at a low frequency.
In high-performance applications for which parallel computation is appropriate, improved energy efficiency can be traded for improved performance with the same energy budget. For example, given a power budget of 1 W, one could use one LEON2 SPARCs implemented with FPGAs or 40 LEON2 SPARCs implemented with the high-performance variant of IceFlex. This implies an overall performance 301¢ higher than that of the FPGA version. Taken to its logical extreme, given a power budget of 100 W and one instruction per cycle, one could execute at 1.6 Terra IPS; a 1 kW power budget would permit 16 Terra IPS. These numbers are intended to give the reader some indication of the potential to improve performance given a power budget. In practice some of this performance will be lost due to parallelization inefficiency and off-chip communication latency. A similar comparison can be used for the MIPS processor, for which IceFlex permits a 813¢ improvement in energy efficiency compared with an FPGA implementation.
IV.B.2) Ultra-Low-Power Embedded systems:
From the data in Table IV , we can conclude that the non-redundant, room temperature, low-power version of IceFlex is suitable for use in ultra-low-power applications such as sensor network nodes. In the following analysis, we shall focus on the AVR core, which is representative of the most commonly-used architecture for sensor network nodes. The power consumption of IceFlex is low enough to permit an AVR processor to operate at 4 MHz for 9.7 years using the energy of a single AA battery, i.e., to the shelf life of the battery.
If we assume an energy scavenging volume of 5 cm ¿ and use Roundy's power densities of 4 W/cm ¿ for indoor solar energy, 200 W/cm ¿ for vibrations, 10 W/cm ¿ for daily temperature variation, and 0.003 W/cm ¿ for acoustic noise at 75 dB [28] , we find that one sensor network node is capable of scavenging enough energy for an IceFlex AVR processor running at the maximum clock frequency from vibrations or daily temperature variation, at 1.6 MHz from indoor solar energy, and at 1 kHz from 75 dB acoustic noise.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we have analyzed the impact of using SETs in architecture and circuit design; proposed IceFlex, a fault-tolerant, hybrid SET/CMOS, reconfigurable architecture for use in high-performance and battery-powered embedded systems; and evaluated the energy efficiency, power consumption, and performance of IceFlex in these applications. Although using SETs for computation poses many design challenges, many of these challenges can be solved with the proposed architecture and circuit design techniques. SETs have some unique properties that permit significant improvements in energy efficiency compared with BJT, CMOS based design. In summary, we find that a hybrid SETs/CMOS architecture has the potential to improve energy efficiency in high-performance applications by 235¢ compared with today's CMOS while permitting operating frequencies that are as high, or higher. This improved energy efficiency can be traded for performance when operating within a power dissipation budget. In batterypowered embedded systems, such as sensor network nodes, SETs have the potential to increase energy efficiency by 201¢, thereby permitting corresponding increased in battery lifespan or permitting operation on scavenged energy. Although they hold great promise, the practical use of SETs will require additional research into fault tolerance techniques, processing technologies, and novel circuit designs. It is our hope that this article provide a starting point for additional research in this area and reveals the potential advantages of SET-based architectures.
